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Dates
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Project Start: 03/09/2018 Project End: 02/03/2020

Activities Start: 03/09/2018 Activities End: 03/09/2019

Project Duration(months): 18

Role PIC Name Country

Coordinating
Organization /
Beneficiary

948731296 ASOCIATIA DOMINOU Romania

Management Contact
Person

948731296 ASOCIATIA DOMINOU Romania

Name: ASOCIATIA DOMINOU

Street: EUGENIU CARADA STREET 19

Post Code: 200390 City: CRAIOVA

Country: Romania

Name:

Street: Eugeniu Carada   19   Craiova

Post Code: 200390 City: Craiova

Country: Romania

Local Address:

Internet site: www.asociatiadominou.ro

Title: Mrs Function: President
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Contact Person
 

Organisation Legal Address
 

 

Department
 

 

Contact
 

Name Mariana Last Name: Stoineac

Phone Number 1: 0040737100717 Phone Number 2:

Fax Number: Mobile Number:

Email: asociatiadominou@yahoo.com

Name: ASOCIATIA DOMINOU

Street: EUGENIU CARADA STREET 19

Post Code: 200390 City: CRAIOVA

Country: Romania

Name:

Street: Eugeniu Carada   19   Craiova

Post Code: 200390 City: Craiova

Country: Romania

Local Address:

Internet site: www.asociatiadominou.ro

Title: Miss Function: Project Manager

Name: Silvia Ana Maria Last Name: Patru

Phone Number 1: 0040754764931 Phone Number 2:

Fax Number: Mobile Number:

Email: Silvia_patru@yahoo.com
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Implemented Activities
 

Short description of the project's results in English, French or
German

 

 

 

Description

English - 1 The project “Citizen time: act, play, involve!” aimed to involve citizens through a gamified
mechanism in constructing positive narratives on immigrants, stimulating intercultural dialogue and
citizen involvement and debate at EU level:
-perpetuation of a positive image of migrants at national and international level by having them be
active actors in volunteering and presentation of positive counter narratives ( Famous immigrants
series, interviews with migrants, the movies Immigrant for a day)
 - increased intercultural dialogue and understanding between ethnically different populations in
the local communities of the partners and at EU level - through the local volunteering activities and
the blog/Facebook page, that have world wide audience.
- increased citizens involvement in local communities - we involved in the project a number of 34
volunteers from 7 countries, and celebrated online their involvement, to promote active citizenship
and volunteering
- more empowered citizens actively participating to online and offline consultations, debates,
gaining social and civic key competences, understanding of policy making mechanisms, feeling
EU ownership - besides the workshops and debates organised in the conferences, we organised
local event during the volunteering activities, presenting citizens the Facebook page of the
European Commission, independent political newspapers focusing on European affairs, the
european Commission consultation page, the lighten the load form etc.
- capacity building of an increased number of NGOs and civil society organisations to tackle
immigrant integration issues, promote social inclusion - not only for the 7 partners, but also for
other NGOs on our mailing lists, for the ones subscribed to Salto youth and to the Eurodesk
Network
- promotion of Eu values such as tolerance, understanding, respect for diversity and richness of
culture in all the project activities and dissemination
- decrease in xenophobia, intolerance and discrimination, radicalised behaviors, stigmatization - all
partners reported positive feedback from their local communities during the local volunteering
activities
- counteracting hate speeches, manipulative political speeches - by giving correct information
about the number of migrants in the partner country, the advantages they have in that particular
country (not that many, in the majority of cases) and the advantages they bring by being there
- promoting synergies between the national networks of stakeholders of the project partners and
the partners themselves for learning, exchange of know how, sparking of new creative ideas and
further collaboration in new projects - we already collected on the research done for the project,
the feedback of the young people and applied a second Europe for citizens project, focused on
digital tools for citizen involvement
- enhancing intersectoral cooperation between civil society organisation, public institutions, local
communities and businesses in furthering immigrant social, cultural and economic integration - all
actors answered positively to our invitations and promoted online and offline our activities
Tangible results:
• Policy Recommendations/ decalogue created by the citizens to offer simple yet powerful
messages related to handling diversity in our societies
• Good practice books with non formal and gamified activities for NGOs to be used by other NGOs
in their own inclusion and integration projects
•Network/Platform of NGOs - presented on our blog for future collaboration and potential partners
to discover
• Two conferences, one in Lisbon and one in Craiova
• Voluntary activities with migrants and minorities, that generated many of the intangible results
described above
• The project blog, that presents the project, the results, resources for citizens and NGOs,
promotes the Europe for citizens program
• Youtube channel Integrate and the Facebook page that promote the results of the project

Please describe the implemented activities - including the preparatory activities, if any -  and the methods used.
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Please ensure coherence with the information published online via the information template and the information
provided in the Grant Calculation Sheet.

The project had three main activities, consisting in a conference in Lisbon, Portugal, a conference in Craiova,
Romania and voluntary activities carried out in all 7 partner countries.
The first event involved  51  citizens from 7 countries and informed citizens about migration waves, current EU
policies on integration, how can they get involved in policy making, European level resources and online tools. We
had keynote speakers from the University of Lisbon, the High Commission for Migration from Portugal,  Europe for
citizens’ representative from Portugal, Amnesty international, plus keynote speakers from the partners’ sides with
experience in migrant projects (financed through Asylum, integration and migration fund). The partners presented
the specifics of migration in their countries and the work they do, an expert in gamification helped the
representatives of the NGOs present to plan high impact activities with migrants.
The panel discussions and workshops’ contributions are part of the recommendations on integration of migrants and
minorities.
The citizens present were local authorities, NGO representatives, migrants and regular citizens interested in the
topic and volunteering, giving a diversity to opinions expressed in the debates/forums.

The second event, a 4 months transnational volunteering activity that activated immigrants’ social and cultural
resources, providing orientation and building intercultural competence and relationships, improving public opinion
and policies on integration, increasing integration for immigrants, TCNs, minorities involved, equipping volunteers
and participating NGOs with tools and competences in dealing with social inclusion and integration. The event
involved 34  citizen volunteers, 4 from 6 of the partnership countries and 12 from Romania. Two of the ESC
volunteers did a transnational mobility in Greece, where they worked with migrants and Roma minority in a youth
centre. In other countries, the volunteers did inclusion through sports, image theatre, labyrinth theatre, photovoice
and socio-cultural activities, living library, storytelling and experiential learning, promoting volunteering and the ESC
experience. Each partner organisation’s volunteers spent more than 120 hours volunteering and having contact with
the migrants.
The third event, the conference in Craiova, Romania, 170 citizens (almost double the predicted 100), from 15
countries. During this event we maped national decision makers and relevant stakeholders, to send the results of the
citizens debated organised throughout the project, to plan the sustainability of the project and create a connection
between local authorities, stakeholders in education and migration to put into action the provisions of the Integration
Action plan at national levels.
The debates were a mixture of migrants and natives and in some cases just the TCNs or the natives to allow for free
dialogue  It also produced policy recommendations sent to lobby groups and policy makers at all levels. We
organised a volunteer gala to celebrate the role of the volunteers in their home communities.
We had keynote speakers from the Bureau of the European Parliament from RO, the Europe Direct Network,
Universities of Leeds and Craiova, AMIF funds implementers, the mayor of Craiova, the general inspector of the
County School Inspectorate, the chief commissioner for Migration Inspectorate and NGOs connected with the field.
The participating citizens were of all ages, with emphasis on the young ones, minorities and migrants, also many
came from schools, because we want to promote the non formal citizenship activities in formal education and the
ESC program. Many of the present citizens (over 120) were for the first time involved in such an event.

Changes in relation of the original application

The changes in relation to the original project were:
- the change in dates for the first conference, Portugal - Lisbon, 13/11/2018  to 14/08/2019 instead of 05/11/2019 to
06/11/2019. The changes were due to the fact that in Portugal in the 5th of November was a national holiday and the
Europe for citizens officer from Portugal suggested us to change the dates for increasing the impact.
- In the application we proposed to have a forum for having different discussions related to the topic but all our
partners suggested us to change it in a facebook page because the forums these days are not so used by the
people. We changed the forum with a facebook page and indeed we achieved over 70.000 views.
- The website address -  in the application we wrote to have the domain for the website www.citizentime.eu but we
cannot obtain this domain and now we have the website at this address: www.citizentime.org

Impact and Citizen Involvement
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Most important achievements:
-Keeping the volunteers motivated to do long term volunteering
-Involving in the project activities citizens without previous experience in active citizenship
-Having 40% more participants to the project events than predicted, especially young participants
-Having a media reach of over 100000
-Involving high profile stakeholders in the project’s events
-positive changes in attitudes regarding immigrants among participants and media readers, especially in the
countries where the xenophobia is quite high (Romania, Poland)
more citizen knowledge and involvement in policy making at all levels, according to citizens’s declarations
-increased empowerment for citizens to use digital tools to express themselves
-involvement of immigrants themselves
A great book on exchange of know how in gamified and non-formal approach to citizen involvement on inclusion
issues

Biggest challenges of the project:
Mediation of some of the disputes that raised during the posting on the social media with relation to the advantages
of cultural diversity
Respecting very diverse realities from all the countries involved in the project in terms of organisation of the
volunteering activities

The project answered to the priority of “Fostering intercultural dialogue and mutual understanding and combatting
the stigmatisation of migrants and minority groups”.
The participants and indirect target groups were informed about Eu level policies (how tpo contribute to policy
making, current subjects on debate), activities in the integration area.
In the volunteering activities, the volunteers contributed to content creation that promoted positive narratives to the
public at EU level: articles, taking position in online debates, videos for the youtube channel, testimonials. We also
showcased in the dissemination events the involvement of the volunteer immigrants. These positive narratives were
disseminated in all 7 countries and  the international network of all partners, ensuring maximum impact and positive
feedback about de stigmatization of immigrants.
The gamified and non-formal approach to citizen involvement (methods like living library, photovoice etc.), sports
and community awareness events contributed to intercultural dialogue and cohesion.

All these challenges were overcome with strong cooperation and exchange of good practices with the more
experienced partners from our project.
The project contributed to the creation of a strategy for youth for Craiova, Romania. The strategy is based on the
concept it’s #UpToYouth, the idea being that young people are the bringers of change when it comes to tolerance
and acceptance. Also, in Isla, Malta, the local council changed the local strategies for citizen involvement according
to the lessons learned from the project. Our results were shared also in the National Summit of Youth, held in Iasi,
Romania, where there were representatives of the Youth and Sports Ministry of Romania and delegations of youth
from 41 counties. The policy suggestions created by the project were sent to a number of 140 stakeholders in 7
countries.
One conclusion of the project was that young people are more likely to be involved as citizens if digital tools are
involved. With the lessons learned, we created a new Europe for citizens project Digital citizen: young, intercultural
and involved!, that was applied at the 1.09.2019 deadline. For the 2020 February Erasmus+ deadline we will write
an ESC project further developing the inclusive methods learned and including some of the volunteers from this
project for the development of the #UptoYouth concept.
Within the partnership we are exploring the idea our youth mobilities (Erasmus+ KA1) and collaborative partnerships
involving schools

Direct testimonies/stories from participants collected during the events.
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“It was eye opening that the countries who have the least immigrants believe they have 4-6 times the number of
migrants within their borders and are more apprehensive about them. In Portugal we are more used with immigrants.
Being a immigrant daughter myself [from Africa], i never felt discrimination the way some of my elder family member
felt” (Barbara, Portugal)
“I emigrated to Portugal more than 10 years ago. As a Romanian, I am many times confused to a Roma etnic
minority and people look at me distrustfully. Meeting here other migrants, I realised that  we have common
challenges and by being more vocal and visible about it we can change the majority’s opinions” (Mariana, Portugal)
“I’m not one for formal activities, I do not feel motivated in attending boring events where there is a lot of talk but it
does not touch the soul. The living library event gave me the possibility to hear true stories and live together with the
story teller their adventures, made me understand better the privileges I have and I do not know I have” (Erik, Spain)
“Volunteering in the youth centre, especially with the Roma youth, is very challenging. Not all of them speak good
greek, although they are a minority and  not migrants, the language barrier is there. There are also cultural
differences, that make them not value as much some things that for us are of great value, such as higher education.
We are finding common ground in games, social activities, food, dance and music.” (Nantiana, Greece)
“I did not know there are so many ways to give feedback to policy making by the European Union. I was impressed,
for example, by the immediate responses on the European Commission page” (Natalia, Romania)
“Coming to Romania was an opportunity for me, because it is a European Union country. This way I will have more
chances to find employment. It was difficult for me in the beginning, learning in a different language. Local were
reading a book in the time it took for me to read two pages. That is why I think locals don’t need to fear migrants...  If
you cannot make it having all the extra advantages that come from being born there, it means you cannot make it,
not that migrants are stealing your jobs” (anonymous)
“It was the first time I was involved in a gamified activity and it made me interact easily with our migrant guests. The
game as a way of enhancing this socialising opportunity, we got to know each other and learn a lot.  I am interested
in participating in more such activities and it made me volunteer after in helping some migrants with day to day
challenges” (Maciej, Poland)
“Being a Roma volunteering with Roma people is a challenge. It makes me understand that, by having educated
parents, i have many chances that others do not.” (Camelia, Romania)
“It’s the first time I am volunteering. I did not expect the difficulties some migrants meet in Romania. My age group is
more open minded, so I did not realise that being from outside the European Union restricts your liberties a lot.
”(Alina, Romania)
More than what the interviewed migrants say, is what they do not say. Especially in recorded interviews, many are
very careful in not disclosing some of the frustration in dealing with authorities. In a social conversation, some reveal
more, but on the record they prefer to refrain to comment.

Key message(s) of citizens involved in the project

“This project made me understand more about what unity in diversity means”
“Life is non formal. That is why active citizenship should be non formal too. It just mirrors life.”
During the final conference in Romania, the citizens participating to the workshops created a decalogue of diversity:
1.       Migrants and minorities are an asset, not a liability
2.       More you interact with migrants, more you discover their positive effect
3.       As a migrant, share your story! It’s powerful and it helps bridge the gap!
4.       Shift the paradigm! Be a migrant volunteer!
5.       When in doubt about something, ask! Cultural differences can be explained.
6.       Aging populations need new blood. Migrants are a long term investment.
7.       Migration brings high qualifications adults with very low costs.
8.       Intercultural education brings the best from migrants and hosts alike.
9.       Don’t let other rule you through fear. Cooperation is way better.
10.   Speak out more! Europe is listening. Different is good.

Dissemination and visibility of your project
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We had many offline dissemination activities, such as:
-Meetings with local autorities, NGO, educational institutions, to transfer the results of the project
-Dominou Association was invited by the University of Craiova, Chamber of Commerce and also by the Dolj County
School Inspectorate in Craiova to talk about the project and its results. We made four presentations one in the Dolj
County School Inspectorate,  two in University of Craiova and one in Chamber of Commerce.
-we promoted the results (book of good practices) and impact (testimonials, feed-back) of the project also in
Portugal, Greece, Spain, Malta and Cyprus inside the course “Quality European project management” addressed to
teachers and NGO managers from different countries,
Meetings with local young people interested in ESC and volunteering, to promote the ESC program, but also good
practice examples of volunteering from the Citizentime volunteering activities (in all 7 countries involved in the
partnership)
-Dissemination inside other international projects implemented by the partners
Presentations in conferences, symposiums, gatherings of professionals in the non formal education field

We created a project site/blog:
www.citizentime.org
For a more timely communication, in order to be able to reach more indirect participants, we used a main Facebook
page, maintained by the Romanian and Portuguese volunteers:
https://www.facebook.com/EUCitizenTime-2272102812823266/
The volunteers shared real life stories and creative materials ( such as one of our most successful series, the
Famous immigrants, the immigrant for a day movies, articles “Case reopened” etc). The Facebook page has a reach
of over 70000.
We celebrated their involvement through “Proud of our volunteers” posts, making the community aware of their
efforts.
The Polish volunteers created their own FB page, for the local volunteering activities:
https://www.facebook.com/Europe-for-Citizens-project-Citizen-Time-Act-Play-Involve-Poland-432181827552887/
The page illustrates their activities with migrant children and their efforts to integrate them in Polish society.
During the project we created the Citizentime Youtube channel that contains summaries from the events, results
from the volunteering activities, testimonials, interviews ( An immigrant for a day movies etc.)
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCm1yRagOIzZjZy5sEIlJv4Q

Newspapers
Tv shows: The president of our association, Stoineac Mariana, together with the manager of the project, Silvia Patru,
were invited to OlteniaTV Craiova to the show Morning Coffee and they promoted the project,the impact and its
results.
We transferred methods from  the good practices book of the project to 65 project managers and youth workers from
12 countries from the Erasmus+ projects “Be social! Be entrepreneur!” and “EU volunteer for inclusion”. We also
shared the book on the Salto Youth platform
https://www.salto-youth.net/tools/toolbox/
inside the European wide Eurodesk network and several specialized Yahoo Channels (Leonardo-Grundtvig-
Comenius-Youth-partnerfinding, mobilitatieplus_romania, proiecteinternationale, promotori_europeni,
retele_multiplicatori_isjdolj, Vizite_de_studiu_2012 etc.)
https://citizentime.org/citizentime-book/
All the partners have information about the project on their site and facebook pages.
The policy recommendations/decalogue were shared with immigrant and minorities lobby groups, national and
international authorities and networks.
All the communication tools are still active and used, our volunteers insuring their sustainability until, hopefully, one
of our common projects is approved and we can increase the frequency of the activities and promotion.

Visibility of the Europe for Citizens Programme
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A website, a Facebook page and a book were created to promote the project and for visibility as well. The website
has had 1700 visitors from all over the world. Dominou Association was invited by the University of Craiova,
Chamber of Commerce and also by the Dolj County School Inspectorate in Craiova to talk about the project and its
results. We had the chance to promote also the programme Europe for citizens and ESC and at these meetings
were present other organisations that were interested in applying for Europe for Citizens funds. We made four
presentations one in the Dolj County School Inspectorate,  two in University of Craiova and one in Chamber of
Commerce.
We promoted the project also in Portugal, Greece, Spain, Malta and Cyprus inside the course “Quality European
project management” addressed to teachers and NGO managers from different countries, we promoted the results
and impact of the project and we had the chance to explore more Europe for citizens projects from different
countries.
In all our events we had the EU flag and the flags of all the countries involved, the banner and the roll-up of the
project with all the logos(programe’s logo and partners’ logos).
Seven press releases were issued in Romania, Greece and Portugal in four newspapers. In all our publications, we
used the logos of the programme and also the disclaimer.
The president of our association, Stoineac Mariana, together with the manager of the project, Silvia Patru, were
invited to OlteniaTV Craiova to the show Morning Coffee and they promoted the project,the impact and its results.
During both conferences (Portugal and Romania) we had also a graphic facilitation artist that increased the visibility
of the project. We had microbloggers who wrote about the event and our volunteers used facebook live and
Instagram to increase the impact of the events. All participants were encouraged to share the facebook posts and
we also got shares from over 10 Facebook Pages.
During the volunteering activities in all the countries we had flyers and posters of the project and we promoted the
project in the communities.
 All promotional materials (flyers, invites, rollups etc.) respected Eu for citizens visual guidelines, have also the
project logo and a visibility kit was provided to all partners.
Partner organisations also promote the project to support the visibility of the project - the links to their Facebook
pages and blogs are all listed under the Additional information section below.
The articles posted on facebook page were also posted in more than 30 facebook groups and we have more than
70.000 reach.
All the videos posted in our “Integrate” Youtube Channel and at the video contest for “An immigrant for a day movie”
have the logo of the programme and we have visitors from all over the world.
The book “Citizen time: act, play, involve”, the result of the project, was published on Salto platform and can be
accessed by all the people interested in the topic.

Additional information
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Additional information Please provide any additional information, observations or recommendations that may be
useful for future projects. Max 3800 characters
https://erasmusplusdominou.wordpress.com/about/the-citizens-are-speaking/
http://asociatiadominou.ro/infoproiecte.php
Links to partners sites
http://adefisjuventudinternacional.weebly.com/citizentime-act-play-involve.html
https://www.associazioneprism.eu/portfolio_cat/projects/
https://edu2grow.wordpress.com/our-projects/
https://ngokane.org/en/the-activities-of-the-project/
http://www.islalocalcouncil.com/
http://stowlag.org.pl/?p=2268
The activities of the project were accompanied by very diverse types of press. We managed to cover newspapers,
television, radio, but also micro blogers, local stakeholders sites, publish in Facebook pages and groups,reaching a
target group of over 100000 people. As sustainability, we are also promoting current initiatives that were born during
the Citizentime project. Examples of articles:
https://cvlpress.ro/25.10.2019/tinerii-voluntari-craioveni-participanti-la-summitul-tinerilor-din-iasi/
http://www.lupamea.ro/invatamant/citizen-time-act-play-involve/?fbclid=IwAR2Zyr0J-
mRaEoXB1oWyIjN5vT1Eh3XaodNPP7Y9F2MAl7Gs3O9esTlE7Gw
http://www.ziare.com/craiova/stiri-actualitate/fonduri-europene-in-promovarea-cetateniei-active-si-a-interculturalitatii-
7797727
Examples of partners posts
https://www.facebook.com/Europe-for-Citizens-project-Citizen-Time-Act-Play-Involve-Poland-432181827552887/
https://www.facebook.com/euromedevepolska/
https://www.facebook.com/isla.lc/photos/a.346387129370662/407013193308055/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/plugins/post.php?href=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fassoprism.eu%2Fpost
s%2F1152200934968053
https://www.facebook.com/plugins/post.php?href=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fassoprism.eu%2Fpost
s%2F1126858060835674
https://www.facebook.com/assoprism.eu/posts/1108808845973929:0
https://www.facebook.com/start4edu2grow/posts/2259727611005083
https://www.facebook.com/start4edu2grow/posts/2189862437991601
https://www.facebook.com/start4edu2grow/posts/2166094093701769
https://www.facebook.com/start4edu2grow/posts/2149169052060940
https://www.facebook.com/start4edu2grow/posts/2063581470619699
https://ngokane.org/συμμετοχή-στην-τελική-συνάντηση-στην/
https://ngokane.org/en/participation-in-the-final-conference-in-craiova-for-the-project-europe-for-citizens-citizen-time-
act-play-involve/
https://ngokane.org/summetoxh-se-sunedrio-sth-lisavona-europe-for/
https://ngokane.org/en/participation-in-the-conference-in-lisbon-for-the-project-europe-for-citizens-citizen-time-act-
play-involve/
https://ngokane.org/περιγραφή-προγράμματος/
https://ngokane.org/en/be-a-volunteer-in-kalamata-participants-of-the-project-europe-for-citizens-citizen-time-act-
play-involve-said/
https://ngokane.org/en/participants-said/
https://www.facebook.com/kane.kalamata/posts/1280272885473855
https://www.facebook.com/kane.kalamata/posts/1279055722262238
https://www.facebook.com/kane.kalamata/posts/1337514169749726
https://www.facebook.com/kane.kalamata/posts/1337512853083191
https://www.facebook.com/kane.kalamata/posts/1338354399665703
http://ngokane.org/οι-εθελοντές-είπαν/
https://www.facebook.com/kane.kalamata/posts/1247724052062072
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Statistics
 

Direct Participants

  
  

Indirect Participants 
Indirect Participants  

 
Number of Participants not yet active within organisations / institutions before the project 

  
  

Other information 
Activities of the project 

 
Venues of the activities 

Name of Organisation/municipality Country
Participants by target group Disadvantaged

participants Women Men Total
below 30 30-65 above 65

ASOCIATIA DOMINOU Romania 90 75 5 6 126 44 170

ADEFIS JUVENTUD
INTERNACIONAL Spain 12 6 1 2 12 7 19

SOCIAL YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
CIVIL NONPROFIT SOCIETY Greece 25 7 1 4 16 17 33

KUNSILL LOKALI ISLA Malta 7 12 3 2 10 12 22

Edu2grow Portugal 10 9 2 4 12 9 21

EURO-MEDITERRANEAN
ASSOCIATION OF EXCHANGES
VOLUNTEERING EVENTS POLSKA

Poland 36 10 1 1 27 20 47

PRISM - PROMOZIONE
INTERNAZIONALE SICILIA - MONDO Italy 30 6 2 5 10 28 38

210 125 15 24 213 137 350

Number of indirect participants 200 000

Number of participants to the project
who were not active within
organisations/ institutions before the
project

150

Project start date 03/09/2018

Project end date 03/09/2019

Venue of the activities

Country City
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WebSite Address 

 
Citizens' understanding of the EU 

  
  

Portugal Lisbon

Romania Craiova

Portugal Caldas da Rainha

Greece Kalamata

Italy Palermo

Poland Gdansk

Spain Madrid

Malta Isla

WebSite Address https://erasmusplusdominou.wordpress.com/about/the-citizens-are-speaking/

To which extent have the project's
activities increased citizens'
understanding of the EU?

Good

Please give an example

According to the feedback, the participating citizens/readers of project news:
Learned about online instruments that help them contribute to policies
Know more about migration in Europe as a normal phenomenon, about the challenges of countries sending migrants, receiving migrants,
about reintegrating migrants in their home country
Know more about the latest consultations and their topics
Have more awareness about their rights and privileges as European Citizens, in contrast to the non Eu migrants and are more empathic
towards them
Feel more enthusiastic about contributing to their community
Know more about the use of EU funding to finance volunteering and community growth
 Are more aware about the process of European law making, current issues
Know more about their possibilities to be involved in the European labour market
Learned more about the other countries involved in the project, their issues and solutions found
Are more aware about the richness brought by cultural differences
Are more aware about the consequences of their geographical position in the EU and the advantages it brings
Know more about the connection between historical and geographical factors and migration
Are more aware about the role of local stakeholders in integration of culturally diverse populations
Know more about local NGOs and the event they organise for integration, about the circulation of ideas in Europe
Know more about lobbying and advocacy, structured dialogue
Had the chance to meet local, national and international policy makers and authorities in migration and feel more confident in their work
Know about international networks that can help them with information and how to ask for it (Europe Direct Network)
Are more aware of different initiatives to combat hate speech and discrimination
Feel more European as consequence of positive social and non formal interaction with EU citizens from other countries
Are more aware of education challenges for immigrants and TCNs  employment challenges. social integration public view of immigrants and
mass media influence
Are aware of the existence of an Integration action plan, know some of the measures therein
Know more about what they can do to feel represented in Europe
Know more about the possibilities they have in volunteering in their own country or in a foreign country through the European Solidarity Corps
Are more aware about the advantages that volunteering brings on the labour market
Related testimonials:
“It’s the first time I am volunteering. I did not expect the difficulties some migrants meet in Romania. My age group is more open minded, so I
did not realise that being from outside the European Union restricts your liberties a lot. ”(Alina, Romania)
“I did not know there are so many ways to give feedback to policy making by the European Union. I was impressed, for example, by the
immediate responses on the European Commission page” (Natalia, Romania)
The professionals involved (youth workers, teachers, project managers in NGOs, local authorities:
Know more about the instruments they can present to the citizens and non formal and gamified methodologies they can transfer from other
countries in order to raise the citizens understanding of the EU
Have an international network of professionals they can contact for common initiatives and share resources with
Have a more intimate understanding of EU resources (agenda, plans, initiatives) in the context of their work and can relate to some of the
initiatives
Learned about EU funding that can further their community objectives and their mission related to integration and active citizenship
Strengthened their local stakeholder network and are more aware of the role of all the actors involved in an European context
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Financial Sheet
 

Final Grant Requested
 

Item Contractual Declared
Executive Agency - EACEA 57 960,00 57 960,00

Total: 57 960,00 57 960,00
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